PARENTS VANISH DURING BRUTAL STORM!
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Yesterday, a tragic event occurred. Families were fleeing Norwich during the floods. During the mayhem an innocent
girl Zoe was separated from her parents. Are her parents still alive? Or have they fallen victim to the treacherous
waves?
Posters and wanted signs have
The appalling floods
Zoe told us she has literally tried
been displayed all over Norwich.
everything under the sun to find
After days of flooding (as a result of
The authorities have been doing all
them. In addition to that Frank
climate change) the formidable
they can to find her parents;
Buttermouth told us, “Mr and
floods finally took control of
Mrs Rapclaw have not been found guards are searching day and night
Norwich. Boats came and went
to try and reunite Zoe with her
yet but we have fingers and toes
taking many of the citizens to the
parents. Mr. Wellington said he
crossed they will be.”
mainland. Unfortunately, the boats
has already signed up for both
didn’t have enough capacity to fit all What can you do to help?
search parties (Wednesdays and
the residents. This meant many
If you have any information about Sundays).
families were separated. Zoe
the of Mr and Mrs Rapclaw then
Rapclaw,13, was left behind as there
please dial 565 and report any
were only 2 seats left on the boat
matters. To know more then dial
and those became her mum and
016728955 and we will give you
dad’s.
all the current information that
Bob Waterlout (a fisherman)
we know. According to sources,
reported that there has been no
we have not heard anything
sign of her parents so far but he will
about Miss Rapclaw’s missing
keep a lookout. Young Zoe told us “I family then you can attend the
am very worried at the moment and local search party on Wednesday
I still have nightmares about it.”
at 09am- 12pm or Sunday’s at
11am-02pm.
The story so far
After Zoe’s parents evacuated Zoe
began to find safety. She found an
ancient, dilapidated shed and
discovered a boat ‘Lyca’. This helped
he to row across the sea. After a
while, she reached an island
(supposedly Eels Island) and has
searched for any information about
her parent’s whereabouts.

What is happening now?
Until now, Zoe’s parents have not
been seen, found or heard from.
Havoc has filled the air and Zoe is
full of anxiety: she is traumatised
by the fact that she might never
see her parents again.

Eels Island where Zoe is now.

